
The Dreamstones

The story map below is based on a tale called The Dreamstones, written by
Steve as part of an educational resource created by the Market Harborough
Museum in connection with the Hallaton Treasure. This is a hoard of gold and
silver coins, Roman pottery, other artefacts and hundreds of pig bones, discov-
ered in 2000 in south-east Leicestershire. Remarkably, a Roman cavalryman’s
helmet was also found at the site. No-one knows exactly why – this story is one
suggestion of how it got there.

For more information go to www.leics.gov.uk/index/leisure_tourism/
museums/harboroughmuseum/treasure.htm

You can use the story map and scene breakdown of The Dreamstones in a
number of ways:

� show the map to the class, and ask groups to make up a story of their own
around it

� show the scene breakdown, and ask the children to block it out using the
symbols above

� tell the class the story of The Dreamstones, and ask them to block out one
scene in more detail (see chapter 7).

Note: You can find the full text of the story on the Kapow! website. There are
two versions of the tale: a more involved version for Y5–6/lower KS3; and a
simpler version for Y4–5.

www.routledge.com/9780415675512

� Show the class the first part of the map, or read the first bit of the story, and
ask the children to create their own endings.

� Create a motifs grid, as explained on page 156, so that the children can
make up further adventures featuring Weland, Carad and the other charac-
ters during the Roman invasion of Britain.



The Dreamstones

Cast of characters

� Weland – 13-year-old boy of the Corieltavi tribe and hero of the story
� Bettrys – the girl Weland secretly loves; she has the gift of prophecy
� Carad – charismatic visitor to the tribe (really Caratacus, a British rebel

chieftain who led the resistance against the Roman invaders)
� Ambior – Weland’s enemy and rival for Bettrys’ affections
� Ariovis – Ambior’s father and a powerful Druid priest
� Brennus – Weland’s father
� Vepomaros – chieftain of the tribe
� Aisling and Braeden – companions to Carad

Sequence of events

� Weland is sent onto the hills to herd sheep. It is near Samain, the festival of
the year’s turning. He encounters Ambior, who taunts him.

� As Weland searches further for sheep, he is caught by Carad, a mysterious
stranger. Carad asks to see the chieftain of the tribe.

� Carad and his two companions are welcomed. Carad relates how he
recently fought against the Romans on the Welsh border. He is now seek-
ing alliances with other tribes to the east and north.

� Ariovis is suspicious of Carad, and all but accuses him of being the rebel
leader Caratacus, whom the Romans are hunting.

� A feast is prepared for the guests and the families of the tribe. Weland sits
beside Bettrys, but he is too nervous to tell her his feelings for her. Besides,
she looks concerned and tells Weland that through her gift of future sight,
she can see trouble on the horizon.

� To find out more, Bettrys and Weland visit the shrine on the hill outside their
village. It is dedicated to the hunter god Moccus.

� At the shrine, Bettrys has a vision that Ariovis will betray Carad to the
Romans. Weland says they must try to prevent this.

� Before deciding on any definite plan, Bettrys takes Weland to a nearby
stream. There she picks out three pebbles. She calls them ‘dreamstones’.
They are special stones that symbolise courage, freedom and right action.
She gives one to Weland, keeps one for herself, and puts one aside for
Carad.
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� Bettrys says she will go to warn Carad. Weland says he will walk in the
direction of the nearest Roman garrison and look out for any soldiers
approaching.

� As Weland walks along the moonlit path, he is ambushed by Ambior, who
knocks Weland to the ground.

� Weland is horrified to see three Roman cavalrymen ride by as he lies there
stunned. He aims a blow at Ambior and knocks him out.

� Two of the Roman horsemen ride on, but the third turns and gallops toward
Weland.

� In desperation, Weland hurls the dreamstone he is carrying and knocks the
soldier off his horse. The Roman falls unconscious.

� Weland takes the man’s sword and helmet and runs to the village . . .
� It is an hour later. Carad and his companions were hidden. Vapomaros had

convinced the two Romans who appeared that no strangers had come to
the village. Ariovis and Ambior are warned to keep their silence.

� Now Carad, Aisling and Braeden make their farewells. Bettrys gives Carad
his dreamstone and wishes him good fortune.

� As Carad and the others ride away, Weland confesses he has lost his
dreamstone.

� Next morning they search for it – mysteriously, Bettrys knows exactly where
it fell.

Further activities

� Use the Roman grid in Kapow! (Figure 16.9) to rework The Dreamstones,
or even to create new adventures for Weland and the other characters.

� Play the What-If Game (see chapter 16) to generate different versions of
The Dreamstones –
� what if Weland had failed the stop the Roman cavalryman?
� what if Carad was evil and intended to harm the tribe?
� what if Weland had accepted an invitation from Carad to travel north with

him?
� Try the Big Six questions (see chapter 2). As children use the grid to

develop a narrative, encourage them to ask those ever-valuable open ques-
tions: where? when? what? who? why? how? Challenge creative thought by
using dice rolls on the Roman grid to choose a box at random to answer
these questions.

� Use the grid to ‘upscale’ literal images into more general or abstract themes.
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So the trident and net (2/4) could become ‘entrapment’, ‘dictatorship’,
‘deceit’ (this idea came about when a Y6 girl said ‘a web of lies’ when the
dice rolls chose the net).

� Extending the work above, develop metaphorical thinking by using the
Roman grid in conjunction with another grid such as the one below.

Love Goodness Cowardice Time Thoughts Disagreement

Austerity Courage Boundaries Opportunity Happiness Beauty 

Betrayal Trust Invasion Caution Marriage Ignorance

Loyalty War Religion The unknown Truth Humanity

Friendship Risk Oppression Nature Hope Fear

Endeavour Generosity Freedom The heavens Peace Imagination 

� Use dice rolls to choose a box from this ‘concept grid’, then choose a box
from the Roman grid. Then ask children to think about the pattern ‘A is like
B because . . . ?’ So:
� Friendship is like the horn (music) because it brings pleasure.
� Hope is like a mace because it is powerful and not easily overcome.
� Caution is like a brooch because it clings, it’s afraid to let go.

� Not every attempt will produce a workable comparison (at least, not at first
glance). Explain to the class that this isn’t vital because an important princi-
ple of creative thinking is – how many ideas can we have and what use can
we make of them? In this kind of activity, that principle takes precedence
over searching for ‘right’ answers or making judgements between ideas
(mine is better than yours, etc).

� What we have above are technically similes, but can quite easily be turned
into metaphors:
� the pleasant music of friendship
� the powerful weapon of hope
� the clinging badge of caution.
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